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Enter Mrs. TAPS Contest
Any Clemson student who wishes to enter his
wife in the Mrs. TAPS contest please submit her
picture along with information to Mrs. Albert, Office of Student Affairs no later than Saturday, Feb.
10. All contestants must be able to have their pictures made by Mr. Gillespie Tuesday, Feb. 13
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Gray Garwood Assumes Command
As Tiger Staff Holds Elections
New Editor Expects
"First-Class Tiger"

Miss Clemson
Contest Open
To Applicants

By BECKY EPTING
Tiger News Writer
Events caused by the January graduation of Jim
Stepp, editor, led to a special election Sunday of the
Senior Staff of THE TIGER. Succeeding Jim, as editor
is Gray Garwood, arts and sciences senior from
Charleston. Four new persons were added to Senior
Staff, bringing the total" to 15 members.

Applications will be accepted
in the Office of Student Affairs
starting today for the Missj
Clemson College Contest, Appli-1
cations must be on a sheet of |
paper containing the name of
the entrant, and these applicaNew Members
tions may be turned in by any
Beginning their first semester She is serving her fourth year
individual, including the enas members of Senior Staff are on The Tiger staff, having been
trant.
Bill Schachte, Jerry Oxner, assistant news editor, 1959-60,
Before Feb. 3
Bobby Dye and Frank Griffith. and news editor, 1960-61, as
The entrants must be co-eds
They, along with the other per- well as first semester of this
of Clemson College, and the
sons re-elected to positions, were year.
last day for the acceptance of
selected by the first semester
applications will be Saturday,
Becky's Positions
Senior Staff after-. interviews
February 3, 1962, at 12:00 noon.
and
deliberation
by
the
staff.
Becky
holds membership in
All applicants will attend an
The addition of a second edi- Who's Who Among Students in
interview with select student
torial columnist was made dur- American Universities and Colgovernment officials presiding.
ing the election. Other new po- leges, is secretary of the South
At this interview the choice of
GRAY GARWOOD
sitions created were those of Carolina State .Student Legiscandidates will be narrowed to
co-advertising
managers
a*nd lature, corresponding secretary
Editor
five girls, who will then be the
co - photography editors. The of Student Government, vicecandidates in a general student
two co - positions were estab- chairman of Elections Board,
body election.
lished in an attempt to insure secretary-treasurer of the PreElection—Feb. 12
better efficiency in the adver- Law Society, is a member and
This election will be held on
tising and photography depart- past officer of Omicron sorority,
Tuesday, February 12, 1962. The
ments.
and is now serving as Treasurer
polls will be open on the Loggia
The new editor has been on of the South Carolina CollegiCompletely capturing the student body of Furman University, this senior from Anderson now from 8:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m.
the feature staff the entire ate Press Association.
invades the home of the Tigers. Julia Meeks, this lovely lass, graces the pages of the Chronicle of that day. The winner selected
Assuming the position of
time he has been with THE
by the student body will be anas this month's Gentleman's Choice. (Photo by Jerry Stafford)
news editor is Bill Schachte,
TIGER staff, and served as
nounced in the Friday, February j
arts and sciences junior from
feature editor this past semes16, 1962, issue of The Tiger, and
Charleston. He has worked
ter. Gray was elected to Who's
Dotes: February 16-17
the candidate and her court of i
on THE TIGER news staff
Who Among Students in
four will be presented to the |
as news columnist. Bill served
American
Universities
and
students at the Friday night I
as Governor of the South
Colleges, is chairman of Elecdance of the Mid-Winters se- j
Carolina State Student Legistions Board, is a High Court
ries.
Attorney, has worked on the lature last year. He was president of his class, 1958-59, and
The reign of "Miss Clemson
staff of The Chronicle and on
1959-60, and was elected to
College" will begin that night
the Ways and Means Comthe position of Speaker of
and will last approximately one
mittee of Student GovernStudent Assembly, 1960-61.
year. In the event that she rement.
BOBBY DYE
BILL SCHACHTE
The new news editor is a
tires the crown before the year
He has received Honors, High
Some of his hits include: is up, the next runner-up will
Feature Editor
member and past president of
News Editor
Bobby Hackett and his band| on several television programs
Honors
and
Highest
Honors,
and
u-ill be featured at this year's; among which have been: the When Your Lover Has Gone, replace her for the remainder of
presently has a GPR of 3,34. SAZ fraternity and was presiLemon Twist, the term.
dent of the IFC last year. He
edition of the Mid-Winter's Pat Boone show, the Jackie Unforgettable,
Gray has also been a Hall Counis also a member and past ofDance, according to Howard Gleason show, the Timex Makin' Whoopee, and The Man
selor and is a member of the
ficer of Tiger Brotherhood and
Jones, CDA publicity chairman. spectacular, and the Dave With the Golden Arm.
Pre-Law Society. He will be
Billy Butterfield is a name
is presently serving as president
Bobby Hackett will give a con- Garroway show.
working
with
the
SUSGA
conDue to booking difficulties the that is not unfamiliar to those
of the Pre-Law Society.
Openings will be available
cert Saturday afternoon in the
vention to be held here in
CDA was not able to release def- who know jazz combos. Billy's on THE TIGER junior staff
Feature Editor
Field House.
April.
inite information concerning the career started when at the age beginning Monday, February
Bobby Dye, new feature edThe dances will be held as
Gray's Feelings
artist that will appear at the of twenty he came into promi- 5, 1962. All interested appliitor, takes the position vacated
usual in the dining hall. Ap- Friday night dance. According nence as Bob Crosby's "new"
Gray said, "Taking over after by the new editor. A civil encants for any position should
propriate dress for the dances to Dean Hudson of the Arnold horn. Billy also played with the
the excellent leadership of Jim gineering junior from Anderapply at THE TIGER office
will be coats and ties for the Agency in Atlanta, Ga., either great Artie Shaw.
Stepp will be hard, for a follower son, Bobby has been a member
on the fourth floor of the
boys and cocktail dresses for Billy Butterfield or Buddy May
always is liable for comparison of The Tiger staff since his
(Continued on Page 3)
student center at 7:00 p.m.
the girls. For the concert cas- will be on hand to play for the
to the one who came before. freshman year. He is a member
ual wear will be appropriate.
However, I feel that with the of the Pershing Rifles, ASCE,
kickoff dance of the Mid-WinSpecial Exam Music
The dances have been set for ters series.
cooperation shown thus far by Fourth Regimental HeadquarFeb. 16 and 17. Information on
the new staff, we will be able ters Staff, is feature editor of
Both Butterfield and May are
tickets and date housing will be leaders of highly talented orto present to the students a The Chronicle and was a memreleased after the holidays.
first-class Tiger."
chestras which the CDA feels
ber of the Freshman Y council. ;
Saturday night Bobby Hackett will certainly highlight this
Becky Epting, arts and sci
Advertising
and his band will play from 8 dance. Both have many years of
ences senior of Clemson, moved
Jerry Oxner, sharing the pop.m. to 12 midnight. He may be experience with the "greats" of
JERRY OXNER
FRANK GRIFFITH
from the position of news editor
sition of advertising manager
depended on to play some of the musical world and regardless
Co-Advertising Mgr
Co-Photo Editor
to that of editorial columnist.
with Ralph Hood, is an arts and
the hits from his album, "'Mu- of which band—either Buttersciences junior from Newberry.
New appointments to the in, he must listen to them and
sic for Lovers Only."
field or May—appears, it will
He has been a member of The
senior staff of WSBF, the stu- place them in their proper IFC Sponsors Affair
be a memorable evening.
Records Extensively
Tiger advertising staff for two
dent
broadcasting
system
of
places
in
the
record
library.
When
Billy
May
plays
a
tune
Bobby has recorded extensivesemesters. Jerry was a member
ly, having made 12 albums for it is always a joy to hear. He Clemson, have been announced Steve Dubay, a junior industrial
of the Air Force Freshman
Capital Records under his own uses a wide brush and bril- by program director, Hector Mc- managament major from LanDrill Team, the Pershing Ricaster, was named music manname, as well as several with liantly colored paints to color an Lean.
fles, and is president of the
ager.
exciting
picture
for
his
listenEddie Condon and the top sellEd Alexander, a senior ecoNewberry County Clemson Club.
ing Jackie Gleason records. ers. Billy has an excitingly nomics major from Charleston
Effective in Spring
He is also a member of The
Bobby's great trumpet solos large band capable of playing was named production manager.
Chronicle staff.
These men will serve in their
anything
from
the
most
delicomprise a big part of these alThe production manager is in
Rush Week for Clemson's fra- semester and is not on scholas- be by invitation only and the
positions for the spring semester
Frank Griffith, co - photogcate
tune
to
the
most
exciting
bums.
charge _of all recorded programs
ternities and sororities officially tic or disciplinary probation is fraternities will feature dances raphy editor, is an electrical
'of 1962.
Bobby Hackett has appeared jazz.
and announcements.
opens the social calendar for eligible to rush.
most of them with combos. All engineering junior from Rock
McLean also announced,
second semester. Interested stuof them will be within easy Hill. He is a member of The
Freshman Appointed
An
IFC
meeting
will
be
held
"WSBF will sign on early next dents may begin when they rewalking distance of the campus. Chronicle, Baptist Student UnJan.
31
at
6:30
p.m.
for
all
Ken Jacobs, a freshman elec- semester with a few revisions turn from midsemester break,
rushees. This meeting will be Each of the fraternities will be ion, Newtonian Society and has
trical engineering major from
in the program schedule which according to IFC officials.
held for the purpose of in- bringing girls from other schools worked on The Tiger staff for
Greenville, was appointed trafRegister Jan. 30-31
several semesters.
forming all rushees of the for entertainment purposes.
fic manager. The traffic man- will include more chart music
Any student wishing to regis- rules and procedures of the
Senior staff members reand
news
casts
per
day;
also,
ager has the job of scheduling
Sunday Drop-Ins
taining their same positions
'Sounds of the Twentieth Cen- ter may do so in the outer cubi- Inter-Fraternity Council Rush
each
day's
log
for
the
program
Dormitory
Chapel,
Father
DonOn
Sunday,
drop-ins
will
be
By JIM MOORE
included Fred Bishop, asociate
tury,' a program featuring the cle of the dormitory office Jan. Week.
ahue will speak on subjects con- each night.
held from 12 noon to 4:30 p.m.
Tiger News Writer
best of music from Broadway 30 or in the field house during
Smokers will follow immedi- This will be a final opportunity editor; Dave Gumula, managThe Music manager takes
National Religious Emphasis cerning the spiritual life, chosand Hollywood shows, produced matriculation Jan. 31.
ately after the meeting. All sev for rushees of each fraternity ing editor; Tommy Risher,
Week will be observed in Clem- en primarily but not exclusively care of the filing of over 1000 by WSBF and heard on WCROAny student who has attended
sports editor; Zip Grant, edien fraternities will hold smok to talk to each other and make
son the week of February 6-8, for Catholic students and fac- records. As new records come Winthrop.
Clemson for a minimum of one
torial columnist; Gene Mcers
on
Wednesday
and
Thursand will present two featured ulty.
a final decision before quiet Teer,
circulation manager;
• ••••••
**•*•**■>
day nights of that week. It is hours begin at 5 p.m. Quiet
Conducts Retreat
speakers, Reverend A. T. MoileRalph Hood, co-advertising
Father Donahue will also disuggested by the IFC that all hours will last until the bids are
gen, and Father John P. Donamanager; David Lee, Business
rect a three day retreat for
students should try to attend picked up on Monday. They
hue.
manager; David Ellisor, assisas
many
of
the
smokers
as
posCatholic
students
with
a
brief
will be passed out by the IFC tant business manager; and
Reverend Moilegen will speak
sible.
between 4 and 8 p.m. All fra- Jerry
in the college auditorium on the talk each morning before breakStafford,
co-photogExercise Care
ternities will submit bids to raphy editor.
evenings of Feb. 6-8. Father fast. Preceded by Mass and
Communion,
the
talks
will
be
Decisions
should
not
be
made
IFC who will distribute them to
Donahue will speak these same
Comments
"Source
of
the first couple of nights until the rushees.
evenings in the College Chapel concerned with
Jim Stepp, retiring editor, in
the rushees have seen all of
in the dormitories. The public Life," "Natural Life," and
After the rushee receives commenting on the Senior Staff
the fraternities and have gained his bid or bids, he will make
is invited to join the Clemson "Supernatural Life."
Protestant speaker for Rean overall opinion of the fra- a decision as to which frater- for the coming semester, said,
students, faculty and staff mem"The new Tiger Senior Staff is
ternities and their purposes.
nity he wants to join, and a very capable and talented one
bers to hear the visiting clergy- ligious Emphasis Week is RevStudents should attend the
men. The convocations are slat- erend Albert Theodore Moilethen he will go to the respec- with considerable experience ingen, an Episcopalian. Rev.
open smokers Thursday night
tive fraternity house to accept volved in putting out a newsed to begin at 7:00 nightly.
Moilegen is presently Professince the Friday night smokers
the bid. Bids may be picked paper. With cooperation from
Wide Education
sor of New Testament Lanwill be by invitation only. The
up in front of the fourth bar- all concerned, they should have
Father John Donahue, Cath- guage and Literature, Protestrushees should have their
racks.
no difficulty publishing a comolic speaker for Religious Em- ant
Episcopal
Theological
choice of fraternities narrowed
There will be no rushing after mendable Tiger each week."
phasis Week, is presently Di- Seminary in Virginia. He
down by this time, and begin
12 midnight any night except
rector and Chaplain of the New- holds theological degrees from
making a final decision, IFC
the night of the parties. Rushman Center, Memphis State Virginia Seminary and Union
officers urge.
Scholarships
ees may not spend the night
University, Memphis, Tennes- Seminary, New York; he reSatuday night is the big night,
in
a
chapter
house
during
rush
Available
see. A native of Philadelphia, ceived his Doctor of Divinity
according to IFC officers. Parweek unless his residence is in
Current students may be inFather
Donahue
attended from The University of the
ties will be held by all of the
that dormitory. During quiet terested in investigating some
Georgetown University, Mexico South, Sewanee, Tennessee.
fraternities
and
will
begin
hours, no conversation or social of the seventy-five awards
City College and St. Paul's Col- as an apologist for classical
around 8 p.m. The parties will
intercourse
between
rushees that will be available for next
Rev. Moilegen is widely known
lege in Washington, D. C,
and fraternity men will be al- ■year. The total of these
Christianity
to
modern
intellec■where he received a degree in
lowed.
Junior Follies
awards will be $36,200.
Philosophy. Previous to his en- tuals. He is a summer lecturer
Juniors interested in workPledge Pins
Further information and all
tering the priesthood, he saw in Christian Ethics at Union
ing on Junior Follies are reRushees may not wear or necessary forms may be obaction in WW n as a tank com- Seminary and Cambridge Uniquested to pick up application have in their possession the tained from the Student Afmander with the 33rd Armored versity Faculty Summer Schools.
forms in the office of Student pledge button of any fraternity fairs Office on the second floor
Recently. Rev. Moilegen has
Regiment, 3rd Armored DiviAffairs or at Baynard Ellis' until they have received one on of the Loggia.
sion, and was wounded in action lectured at a number of southroom: 7-326. Forms must be the afternoon of pledging at the
Completed applications must
three times, the last wound re- ern universities and colleges,
WSBF has decided to expand their senior staff for greater efficiency and has added these
filled out as soon as possible house that they have chosen. be returned during February
among
which
are
the
University
sulting in the loss of his right
in order that committee as- And, as has been stated before to be considered by the facof
Virginia,
and
Southern men to the staff. From left to right: Ken Jacob, Traffic Manager; Ed Alexander, Production
eye.
signments may be made.
Manager; Steve Dubay, Music Manager. (Photo by Frank Griffith)
(Continued on Pange 4)
i ulty committees this spring,
Each evening in the Students' Methodist University.

Hackett Highlights
Mid-Winter's Dance

Tiger Openings

WSBF Adds Three
To Strengthen Staff

Rush Week '62 Officially
Opens Social Calendar

Fathers Moilegen, Donahue
Will Lecture For RE Week

New Additions To WSBF Senior Staff
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EDITORIALS
Former Editor Expresses Thanks And Bids Farewell
As the outgoing Editor of the Tiger,
I would like to use part of this editorial
space to express my appreciation to all
the people who have helped in the production of the Tiger for first semester.
At the beginning of the '61-'62 term, the
Tiger staff was, to say the least, extremely "green". They worked diligently and in my opinion they developed
into the finest staff I have had the
pleasure of working with in the last
three years. I sincerely appreciate their
fine work and cooperation. There are
two students who have added a great
deal to the Tiger on the technical end;
former Editor Lee Clyburn and former
Managing Editor Bob Burns. It was
their choice that their names were not in
the masthead, but on behalf of the staff,
I would like to thank them for their vital
contributions.
An Editor cannot run a paper by himself, but he must bear the total responsibility. There are times when the load becomes heavy, and when this happens,
the Editor must seek advice and guidance from others, and in doing so, he
does so because he knows his own limita-

tions. This was true in my case and when
I needed advice, there were always three
men to which I turned; Dr. R. C. Edwards, Dean Walter Cox and Dean
George Coakley. I am sure these three
men will do the same for the new Editor.
Some people feel that perhaps we
over-stepped our bounds and criticized
some things unjustly. Speaking for the
editorial staff, I believe that every criticism made was well justified. Nothing is
perfect; fault finding was not our objective. Perhaps this quotation can better
express what I am trying to say. . ."Some
would find fault with the morning-red,
if they ever got up early enough. . .The
faultfinder will find faults even in Paradise"—Thoreau.
It is with great pleasure that I now
turn over the editorship of the Tiger to a
person who I know will do a tremendous
job—Gray Garwood. Gray is not a
stranger to the readers of the Tiger, and
his column this semester has been a valuable asset to the paper. I do not think
the staff would have selected a finer
person. It's all yours, Mr. Garwood!
JBS

Policies Set By New Editor
With the change-over from an old
editor to a new one it is customary for a
statement of policy to be stated concerning THE TIGER. We feel that this paper
is your paper and is the voice of the student body considered as a whole. Therefore this coming semester we will welcome your studied opinions on our management of your paper. The best method
of student expression along these lines is
through the medium of letters to the
editor which we call "Letters to Tom."
In the past we have accepted letters
of any length from the students con-

cerning issues that you feel vital and
wish to take a stand on. However, we
now feel that such letters should have a
limit placed upon them in order to encourage more concrete thought on the
issue. As such we have placed a 300
word limit on each letter received; also
we will continue to require that all
letters for publication be signed by the
writer. Under these conditions we will
print all letters that we receive except
those that we feel are not in good taste
with today's journalism traditions.

New Dorms Cause New Problem
There seems to be some difference of
opinion as to whether the dorms under
construction at this time will be ready
for occupancy at the beginning of the
second semester. These two buildings
were originally planned for completion
by September, 1961, and as such plans
were made for students, to move in at
this time. This has not been the case for
it was soon evident that the construction
work would not be completed on time.
Because the Dormitory Office had already assigned rooms in both buildings
it was decided to try to do a rush job on
one building so that at least a partial
load could be removed from the Dormitory Office which was faced with the alternative of placing these students three
to a room. But after one building was almost completed these plans were again
changed and it was decided to wait until
the completion of both buildings before
occupancy.
It is now five months since the buildings were to be completed and it seems
that even after this time has passed over
the dam of confusion that resulted in
the aftermath no one can positively state
when the buildings will be ready. Who is
to blame? Perhaps no one, but it does
seem that such a lesson will be a good
reminder when the time comes to start
■work on the three buildings that are to
follow the ones under construction.
With the possible completion of these
two buildings and the future construction of three more in the same area it
would seem that now would be a proper
time to begin to think of names for these
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units. As it stands now the two nearly
completed ones are designated as "9"
and "10" which is intended to follow up
the designation of the old barracks as
"4", "5", "6", "7", and "8". We feel that
names for these buildings — indeed, for
all living units — would be a boon to the
student body, and would add a certain
amount of dignity to the college proper.
In another vein. . . .THE TIGER feels
that a tremendous vote of thanks should
go to the student body for their participation in the fund raised for the "Little
Brothers" this past Christmas. It is indeed a great feeling to know that you
have given support to a cause worthy of
the tribute of the Clemson Gentlemen
and have upheld our reputation as such
along these lines. It is not often that such
a chance as this one comes along, and by
our support of the boys we have the opportunity of watching the useful growth
of the Boys Home of America.
Perhaps a word or two should be said
at the close of the semester also. With
exams coming so soon after the holidays
we are inclined to feel that the semester
ends on a sour note, but all is not in the
dark because in many ways this has been
a great one for Clemson and the student
body. We would like to thank the student body for their interest and support
in THE TIGER this past semester and
we hope for your continued support
next semester. With this closing note we
would like to take this opportunity to
wish you all the best of luck on exams
and to the graduating seniors best of
luck as alumni of Clemson College.
G. G.
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One Man's Opinion

Point Of View

New Year Begins With A Bang;
Twist, News Brings Contortion
As the prosperous year of
1961 faded out on the last Sunday of December with varying
degrees of loudness—from the
boisterous noisiness of some
sections of the
North and West
where liquor
flowed at the
local pubs to
the
almost
quiet, save for
the
private
parties, silence
of the Biblebelt in the South—there could
be imagined a sigh of relief
arising from the nation, for
another year had passed without war.
The newspapers constantly
reminded us during the holidays of the grimness of our
days with the Berlin crisis, the
back-stab in Goa, the tinderbox Congo situation.
But
tucked in between the frightening somberness of world affairs were two incidents which
were given wide-spread publicity
and which clearly illustrate the discerning American's deep capacity for the
ridiculous.
The first incident which
raised a few indignant eyebrows and quickened many
pulses was the report that the
first lady, Mrs. Kennedy, was
seen doing the twist in a
Florida nightclub. This was
reported by the Associated
Press and although it was
found shortly afterwards to be

By ZALIN B. GRANT
Tiger Editorial Columnist
erroneous and evoked a sharp
repudiation from the White
House, nonetheless, the story
appeared in quite a few newspapers throughout the country.
Which brings to mind the
fact that since twisting has
been so overwhelmingly received by the American public (and now has spread to
Europe), it has been suggested
that President Kennedy make
it a part of his physical fitness program. That is what I
term a real brilliant idea.
Perhaps
Congress
could
make it the national dance.
Can't you see a record album
coming out entitled "Twist
Along With JFK" or "Jack
and Jackie in the Peppermint
Lounge"? And perhaps after
the national anthem at political gatherings and athletic
contests, Joey Dee or Chubby
Checker could further pay respect to our great nation with
the "Old Glory Twist" or
something along those lines.
Yes, that's just what we need
to reshape our sagging patriotism.
And the second incident
which, incidentally, really stirs
my fighting spirit was the accusation by a school board
member on the West Coast
that Tarzan and Jane were
never legally married. As a
matter of fact,
"Tarzan"
books were banned at a library
by these members. Absurd?
Yes! A thousand times yes!

Everyone knows that Tarzan
and Jane were married; and
who is this that dares to question the morals of the King
of the Jungle?
I could understand when
w
they called Santa Claus a
communist sympathizer for,
after all, he does wear a red
suit; but the gall, the audacity of these self-styled protectors of the morals of the
American youth demands a
retaliatory censure.
Already, one group of individuals have risen to the occasion and presented concrete
evidence to show that Tarzan
and Jane were married even
though Tarzan may have substituted "ugh" for "I do":
they maintain that in an early
Tarzan book (page 132, paragraph 4) Tarzan and Jane
were married by her father.
This, it seems, was a common
practice In the jungle where
reverends were used mostly as
a staple food, not as spiritual
leaders.
In making this untenable
charge of adultery, it appears
that the school board member
did not explore the life of Tarzan very well nor did he consider the possibility of a common-law marriage; instead,
he unthinkingly made an accusation that reflects directly
upon the legitimacy of Boy,
Tarzan's and Jane's son, and
which, indirectly, reflects upon the thinking of today's
youth.

Let's Talk It Over

Columnist States Intentions
In Writing For Coming Year
Custom long ago established
the policy that the first issue
of The Tiger put out by a new
Senior Staff be devoted largely, column-wise, to the aims
and policies of the staff and
of the individual columnists.
And far be it from me to break
tradition!
In years gone by, the editorial page of The Tiger has
pften caused controversy, incited wraths, and added fuel
to already furious flames. The
word "controversy" should not
become
synonymous
with
"column." On the other hand,
however, a column should not
just represent the good and
the desirable of an issue nor
fail to point out the bad and
evil of the status quo if, in the
opinion of the writer, change
is needed and he has a solution to offer.
My intentions as an editorial
columnist are to follow, for
the most part, those of my
predecessors. I will, I hope,
write about only that which I
know something about. My
views may be shared by a majority of the college community, or they may represent
a minority. My column may,
and perhaps often will, deal
with a theme on which no pro
or con stand is needed, but is
merely an idea, or a belief, or
an explanation of a subject.
Whatever a writer's posi-

By BECKY EPTING
tion, whether it is in agreement with your ideas or not,
he needs to know the reaction
of his work by the public. A
channel through which you
can direct your opinions is
found in Letters to Tom and
Letters to the Editor of The
Tiger. And usually the most
effective channel of all is the
personal approach. I will welcome at anytime an opportunity to discuss a subject about
which I have written with
anyone who so desires. Much
can be gained and little lost
by openly discussing an issue.
While still on the subject of
The Tiger generally, I would
like to extend to Mr. Stepp,
retiring Editor, my sincere appreciation
and
congratulations for a job well done. He
guided The Tiger wisely this
semester, and, no doubt, his
influence will long be felt.
Good luck and Godspeed in
the future, Jim!
Mr. Garwood, in taking over
the position of Editor, joins
a long line of distinguished
individuals who have held this
position. During this year, The
Tiger will observe its 55th anniversary of publication. In
this length of time, many Tiger editors have left their student positions to become outstanding persons throughout
the country. To mention only

two—Earl Mazo of the New
York Herald - Tribune and
Wright Bryan of the Cleveland Plain Dealer. I am confident that with cooperation,
Mr. Garwood will lead The
Tiger through its most successful semester since its beginning in 1907.
Forgetting exams and looking ahead to next semester,
the college calendar appears
to be filled with enough activities of various sorts to
please everyone on campus.
In many instances, a toss of
a coin will have to determine
which event to attend when
more than one is scheduled
for the same time.
Several concerts and lectures
have been planned by the respective college committees.
Religious Emphasis Week, IPC
Rush Week, election of Miss
Clemson College, and athletic
events are scheduled for February. Other major events to
take place during second semester include student body
and
class elections,
three
dances, the annual convention
here in April of Southern
Universities Student Government Associations, and the
Graduate Record Exam for
seniors.
To say the least, there
should be plenty to do next
semester if everyone survives
this one!

Week's Peek

Exams Call For Hard Work From Everyone
And Pep Pill For That Last-Ditch Attempt
Another name—another column—big deal! Now hold on,
buddy, at least read my policy. Fact is, I don't have one
other than that of a weekly
peek at the week. A little satire, a little humor, something for the factual side, and
even an occasional hint at the
serious side of the warranting
situation for the most part
completely describes the proposed purpose of this column.
Unfortunately, the time of
year calls for a serious first
column. Scratch one semester,
it's all over now but the sad
talkin' and the slow walkin'.
Sure, sure, wait till next semester, an old familiar cry is
heard on all sides. Yep, there
will be stomping of feet and
gnashing of teeth for a couple
of weeks now as exams are upon us again.
Unrivaled in "most feared
situations" since the Black
Plague, exams still present our
most modern-day fear. In
spite of this fact, they must
be reckoned with in the most
sincere, last - ditch - attempt,
hopeful manner. Remember as
you go into them, don't let
your liver quiver or your backbone slip.
Seriously, examination time
is a serious time, in that your
grade on any particular course

By BOBBY DYE
Tiger Feature Editor
can be greatly altered according to your showing on the exam of the course. Take the
positive attitude that exams
represent hope and give them
all you have. These exams represent a "check" on all that
you have supposedly learned,
or, to say the least, been exposed to, during the semester.
Expect them to be just this,
cover all you can, and hang on
to your hat—there ain't no
Santa Claus.
The student who hasn't
studied is scared, the professor who hasn't taught is
scared, and the parents who
have played up their kid as
"big boy at college" are
scared. Everybody is scared,
but exams must be continued
in an effort to make No Doz
America's leading little pill.
Pace and smoke, smoke and
pace — do what you will, but
study.
When the smoke has cleared
and the mourning subsided,
you can always take courses
over, quit smoking, or even
force a smile, but, above all,
don't give up the ship. Now is
no time to give up college, majors, or careers, especially
considering the rapid advancement of colleges in general
and Clemson in particular.
Advancing
by
leaps
and

bounds
through
improving
quality of instruction and
higher standards for the selection of student body, Clemson forges on to mold more
and more versatile men.
Plans now in effect concerning this college include
many tremendous new firsts in
an ever continuous effort to
make the Clemson graduate
even more proud of his degree.
This is, in a sense, all that
the administrative heads can
do for the student and justly
so, for it should be enough.
The rest is up to the student,
in that he will get out of college just what he seeks most
diligently out of college. It's
your college, buddy, and it's
up to you.
Final thoughts for this column could be little better
than a tribute to Jim Stepp,
under who it has been more
than a pleasure to work this
past semester, for the semester, paperwise, has been very
successful. Carrying full responsibility for a paper and all
that that entails is not an
easy task, but Jim Stepp,
shrewd one that he is, managed to do this with flying
colors. There's little left to do
now but wish him good luck,
adios, and make the final assertion that he was an editor.

Further Discussion
Gives New GPR Ideas
By FRED BISHOP
Tiger Associate Editor
This column is more or less a collection of
thoughts of which I hope will have some semblance of
order and more of meaning. Recently I ran across an
important item which seems appropriate at this time
when the new columnists combined with the old begin
their endeavors for the new year. Many times they
will hear the statement that they should
offer constructive criticism rather than
destructive criticism. Here is what Bergan Evans says in A Dictionary of Contemporary American Usage on the subject.
"Constructive criticism. The demand
for constructive rather than destructive
criticism (usually with an exaggerated emphasis on
the first syllable of each adjective) has become one of
the cant phrases of the day. It is true that under the
guise of criticism mockery and hatred often vent their
spite, and what professes to be a fair and even helpful
analysis of a situation or policy is sometimes a malignant attack. But the proper answer to that is to expose
the malignance and so point out that it is not criticism
at all. Most whining for constructive rather than destructive criticism is a demand for unqualified praise,
an insistence that no opinion is to be expressed or
course proposed other than the one supported by the
speaker. It is a dreary phrase, avoided by all fairminded men."
Actually I could offer no really great advice to the
new columnist, for they must learn, as always, for
themselves, and after all the best advice is usually
none. As to our many readers, I presume, let me
familiarize you with the opportunities you have in expressing your ideas through The Tiger. You may write
what is called a guest column,on any subject you wish
as long as it meets the journalistic standards of this
newspaper. All you have to do is bring it to us. In case
you don't feel you can write well enough, express your
ideas to one of our editorialists and perhaps he can express your ideas for 'you and add a few more points.
Sometimes as members of one organization, the editorial page becomes stagnant in ideas, and some new
approaches are needed and welcomed. That is why I
and the others of the editorial staff welcome your
ideas. Perhaps you wonder why I bring this out in my
column. Well, I'm responsible for editorial page and
you should see me if you have something to say about
it or on it.
Not wanting to drop an idea there has been some
discussion in various circles about the grade-pointratio system I proposed in my previous column.
Several new points have been presented which
seem to be advantages, the most outstanding of which
is the following idea. Under the present system, let us
consider two students, one with a 79 average, the other
with a 71. Perhaps the 79 grade had a fraction, and the
student feels he deserves a B, but the professor must
draw a line and give him a C. The student feels and
the professor realizes that the 79 average student has
been placed in the same category as the 71 average
student. Under the proposed system the student would
receive a fairer grade, and the professor would feel
more justified in drawing the line and placing the
student with the 79 average in the category of 75-79
average in the category of 75-79. It would be an advantage for not only to the student but the professor in
that both could do what was necessary and do it more
fairly.
I repeat the proposed system.
Grade

Gradepoints

Grade

Gradepoints

90-100

4.0

70-74

2.0

85-89

3.5

65-69

1.5

89-84

3.0

60-64

1.0

75-79

2.5

0-59

0.0

I repeat this system so that students who missed
it may tear it out and keep a copy.
Since we cannot go back and find what the. grades
were for each of the present candidates for graduation,
let us propose something that has been suggested.
Each student at the end of the semester figure up
his grade-point ratio both under the present system
and the proposed system to see for himself if there is a
significant difference. Each professor can take a random sample of his classes or each department might
do this to make a comparison. This will give us some
indication of the degree of difference. The system now
awaits its proof. Let's make a sincere effort to find out
something instead of being stagnated in the status quo
with cliches as a defense.
And as our last thought we pay tribute to James
B. Stepp who is our retiring editor. Much could be said
about the excellent job he has performed, but even
more than that is the effect he has had to the good on
those with whom he has worked both on the Tiger and
in the college as a whole. We feel, from where.we sit,
that time will prove that Jim Stepp was one of our
best editors, because "Real merit of any kind cannot
long be concealed; it will be discovered, and nothing
can depreciate it but a man exhibiting it himself. It
may not always be rewarded as it ought; but it will always be known."
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Retiring Editor Views Changes In Clemson
By BOBBY DYE
that the many "blue jeans" that
were in evidence his freshman
Tiger Feature Editor
"Tonto" is his moniker—Jim year have long since disapStepp is his name—Editor was peared, the flood of black umhis title. For the past semester, brellas came into effect during
the Tiger and crew have been his sophomore year, and the
carried along by a man who was widespread wearing of tennis
originally "rooked" into joining shoes has become fairly obvious.
the staff but who came to enjoy
All of these changes are inthe work for the paper and all
significant,
however, next to the
that it entailed. Now, as he
"steps down," we present some changes in spirit, which has deof his final views and observa- generated alarmingly due to
tions as needled out of him by the changes in the dining hall
situation, the increasingly evithe entire Tiger staff.
dent drinking at sports events,
First and foremost in his ob- and the lack of unity among
servations remains the fact that the student body. As far as alhe "does not like the Gamecock leviating these problems, he
period." Broad-minded as he is, feels that a fantastic and rapid
he could not go along with the increase in the enrollment of
attack on some of Clemson's coeds would serve to boost the
upstanding gentlemen following social life on campus and solve
a basketball game over a year the unity problem.
ago. Adding fuel to this dislike
Among the "more needed"
were the statements hastily and
thoughtlessly made by his fa- list, too, is the construction of
vorite enemy, Doug Gray, cou- one building to house all pubpled with the fact that a Game- lications, considering the succock player admitted to him and cessful growth of the publicaother staff members personally tions on campus. Paralleling
this growth of publications
that Mr. Gray was wrong.
has been an increasing interHad the newspaper not been
est in student activities, which
a commercial newspaper, a libel
he has been more than glad
suit would probably have been
to see.
pursued following the malicious
Married this past summer,
statements by these previously
mentioned people. This situa- Jim and his wife, the former
tion did, then, irk Jim Stepp Jane Brannon of Greenville,
into a rare mood of ill-temper. have found only one small disMore locally, Jim has been advantage to married life on
most glad to see the birth of campus, that being that the
fraternities,
the
improving married students' housing is
quality of instruction offered just far away from the school
to students, and the more se- enough to make walking to the
lective entrance requirements. campus out of the question and
He is sincerely glad that the driving to it a problem in that
administration is beginning to there is no parking.
crack down academically in
Now that he is leaving, this
that he feels this will bring question has come to have a
the long-lacking culture that* great deal of meaning to him—
Clemson needs, asserting that "Well Jim, what'll you be dohe can value his diploma in ing during the three months behis major with the best.
tween graduation and your two
Since entering, Jim has seen years in the Army?" And the
many changes, including many answer follows, "Well, uh—anydress changes, changes in spir- way, I will serve two years in
it, and changes in the unity of the Ordnance Corps with a rethe students. On the subject of serve commission." Adios to a
dress changes, he comments good editor.

Jim Stepp

Dating Problem Remains Same Students Should
By BUDDY YOUNG
"If you're not busy this Saturday night, how about a
'date?" This statement, or one
very similar, is asked every week
by millions of boys, and sometimes girls, all over the world.
In the American society, where
the parents do not pick their
children's mates, dating is an
important part of finding the
qualities desirable in a wife or
husband. But how old is this
practice which the present generation practices with such gay
abandon?
If you were to look, you
would find that every generation of people dated in some
form or another, and every
preceding generation soundly
condemned
their
offspring
for their loose morals and fads
of dating.
One of the forms of dating
which seems to be more prevalent today than ever before is
the stage of "going steady."
After a boy has dated a certain
girl for a reasonable length of
time, he sometimes makes a decision to give up his carefree
dating life and ask the girl of
his dreams to date no one else
but him. If the girl accepts, it
is usually customary to exchange
class rings, which the boy must
squeeze onto his small finger
or wear on a chain around his
neck, and the girl pours wax
into the boy's ring until it will
stay on her finger.
Sometimes this form of dating
continues for months, especially
if the boy and girl find themselves in love with each other.
But then the blow falls: the
boy or girl, usually the girl, decides that he or she is restless
to date other people and someone gets hurt. Even a boy who
considers his girl to be the best
in the entire world and completely incapable of such an act
can be rudely awakened and

Exams Represent
College Waterloo
By CECIL HUEY
The Nemesis of all students
approaches—exams. This Devilinspired device designed to cast
a pall over normally glib, carefree, bull - shooting students
brings truly a time of lamenting
and gnashing of teeth.
Exams have only one purpose!
They prove the old adage that
"a fool can ask more questions
than a wise man can answer."
Heed the following steps toward
better exam outcome.
Step 1: Wait until the last
minute—the night before the
exam, after a little excursion
to Phil's.
Step 2: The proper place is
also essential. A place with a
good atmosphere is necessary.
Try the canteen—there you can
always ask a buddy a question
or two if you run across something that stumps you. If you
can't find a table, then go to
your room.
Step 3: Gather all your materials together and carefully
tune your radio to a good allnight radio station.
Step 4: Run back to the canteen for a couple of drinks and a
box of No-Doz to keep you going through the night.
Step 4: Run back to the can
Step 5: Write your girl a letter.
Step 6: Check back by the
canteen to see if there is an
open table yet.
Step 7: Drink one of your
drinks and try for a better radio station.
Step 8: Make an outline to
guide you in budgeting your
time.
Step 9: Go to bed—it's too
late to study now anyway.
Step 10: Look for a job during the Mid-term break—you're
gonna need one.

his dreams shattered. Generally the one who proposes the
break-up will also suggest that
they continue to date regularly
and pledges his or her love in
spite of what they have done
and, oddly enough, expects the
same in return.
Now, how can one who has
been going steady with a girl
for over, say, a year, continue
to feel the exact same way
about the girl after they have
broken up? He can't, and soon
both are once more on their
own and dating other people
who generally prove more interesting
than
the
former
steady. So on it goes until someone asks the girl to marry him
and the boy ask another girl
to marry him and the cycle
ends, only to start anew with the
problems and heartaches of the
children to come.
But even in the confusion and

frustration of Love one fact remains sure, dating is here to
stay!

Dear Bullwinkle:
When my mother picks me up
from school, she drives a 1938
Hudson Terroplane, wears Dad's
old army uniform, and honks
the horn loudly. How can I stop
this humiliation?
Embarrassed

stuck to the front bumper, and
I haven't seen my daughter for
ten days. What's happening to
our little family?
Confused Father

Can You Write?
Any persons interested in
joining the Tiger staff are welcome to come to the Tiger office
February 5 at 7 p.m. All persons
are welcome who are interested.
Positions
are
available on
every staff and no previous
newspaper experience is necessary.
If you cannot arrange to be
here that date, drop by the Tiger office any Monday or Tuesday night between 7 p.m. and
midnight to discuss the field in
which you would like to work.

Dear Confused Father:
Forget your daughter.
your uniform back.
Bullwinkle

Get

Dear Embarrassed:
Wear a Santa Claus suit year
round, and your schoolmates Dear Bullwinkle:
will not think your mother is
I am the brother of a girl in
quite as unusual as before.
the hospital with lacerations
Bullwinkle
and Santa suit poisoning; and
*****
the son of a woman up on a
Dear Bullwinkle:
hit-and-run, charge, and a man
My 15-year-old daughter looks in a World War I PFC's uni
ridiculous running around town form. You seem to help so many
in a dirty Santa Claus suit all others, perhaps you can tell me
year. How can I make her see how I can cope with a family
that this is not normal be- like this?
Confident in You
havior?
Distraught Mom
Dear Confident in You:
The situation you state sounds
Dear Distraught Mom:
Run her down with your '38 impossibly absurd. I suggest you
re-examine the facts for I can
Terroplane.
not believe your difficulty is
Bullwinkle
» » * » *
what you say it is. No family is
that bad off! When you've
Dear Bullwinkle:
I fail to understand what's thought it over, come and see
(Borrow your Father's
going on in my home. My wife's me.
'38 Hudson looks crazy with Hudson Terroplane.)
Bullwinkle
pieces of a dirty old Santa suit

Awaken To More
mportant Goals
By L. H. BUFF, JB.
Clemson Methodist Church
We have forgotten that to
"Everyone to whom much is
given, of him will much be required." Such forgetfulness is
tragic, for we of all peoples have
been given the most. Yet it is
we who have been so abundantly
blessed who are also too selfish
and self-indulgent, too soft and
heedless of basic values, too materialistic and too lazy, too lax
in our moral codes, and especially too indifferent to the need
of living nobly in a chaotic
world.
Such conditions as are described above are especially
relevant to the readers of this
paper. Probably nowhere but
on a college campus are gathered so many who have been
given so much (mental abilities coupled with opportunities
for educational, spiritual, and
cultural
enrichment)
and
probably nowhere is there
a lesser sense of responsibility
toward the things that will be
required because of these
gifts.
We might say that never in
the field of human conflict have
so many done so little with so
much. And we might be right!
It is especially in the field of
the ideas and values which govern men's minds and actions
that a sense of responsibility is
sadly lacking. This is the level,
incidentally, on which the current battle of the East and
West for the world is being
waged, and our lack of responsibility in this area might well
be the factor upon which its
outcome is decided.
The student organizations of
the various churches and of
the YMCA should take upon
themselves the responsibilities of
calling the rest of the campus
to the many tasks and responsibilities which are required Of
it. They .however, are either
over-awed by their task, being
largely ignored by the great majority of the student body, or
are too intent on running their
particular group to see the work
that is set before them. Or like
so much of the rest of the campus, maybe they don't have any
real sense of responsibility
about the matter either.
At any rate, on this college
campus we go on being our
own selfish, over-indulgent,
lazy, indifferent, morally irresponsible selves while the
battle for men's minds—including our own—rages about
us. And to care not is deepest
tragedy.
"Everyone to whom much is
given, of him will much be required . . ."
Luke 12:48.

LARRY'S
DRIVE-IN
THE BEST SHORT ORDER SERVICE
IN THIS AREA."
Anderson, S. C.

Girl Etcher's Guide
Presented by Pall Mall Famous Cigarettes

HACKETT
(Continued from Page 1)
After a short tour with Benny
Goodman's band, Billy served in
the Army. After his return he
became one of the most sought
after sidemen in the country.
Billy was soon able to settle
down with his own band in
New York, where he has succeeded in recording some of the
best sounds in jazz.
Jazz, to Concert

Clemson Theatre
nV 3EST £?FO«T TO P*SS rOflTV » f'

COLLEGE AVENUE
Phone 654-3230
FRIDAY LATE SHOW
10:30 ONLY

TERRY BOTTLING COMPANY

"LIANE, JUNGLE
GODDESS"

Girl watchers ore honorable men

Color

— • —

- LOST RHINESTONE PIN
At Clemson Donee
Dec. 26th In Augusta

BEAT FURMAN!

"BABES IN
TOYLAND"

— REWARD —

Who may watch

ment is one of character. The girl watcher is a man of
MON. NITE & TUES.,
WED. & THURS.
JAN. 15, 16, 17 & 18

WHY BE AN AMATEUR?
JOIN THE AMERICAN SOCIETY
OF GIRL WATCHERS NOW!

"THE
COMANCHEROS'

"FOR THE BEST
in comfort' for
your family
and date."

123 By-Pass
SENECA, S. C.

a

Any male is eligible to become a girl watcher. There is
no age limit, although most girl watchers are over ten
and under one hundred and four. There are no height or
weight requirements, although taller men enjoy an obvious advantage at crowded parties.The only strict require-

TOMMY SANDS
ANNETTE
Color

STEPHANIE KAUFMAN
U. S. C.
Box 2262
Columbia, S. C.

SENCONEE
MOTEL

U

FRI., SAT., SUN. fr
MON. MATINEE
JAN. 12, 13, 14 & 15

JOHN WAYNE

CARD.Visit the editorial office of
this publication for a free membership card in the world's
only society devoted to discreet, but relentless, girl watching. Constitution of the society on reverse side of card.'
FREE MEMBERSHIP

— • —
FRI. & SAT.
JAN. 19 & 20
Under Appointment Of Pepsi-Colt C». — New Terk

This ad based on the book, "The Girl Watcher's Guide." Text:
Copyright by Donald J. Sauers. Drawings: Copyright by Eldon
Dedini. Reprinted by permission of Harper & Brothers.

"ERRAND
BOY"
JERRY LEWIS

• fctCk

temr*ti£dUaame

honor. Since he can't possibly, take notes, as the bird
watcher does, we must rely on his word. Therefore, when
an experienced girl watcher tells you he saw nine beautiful girls while on his way to class, he saw nine beautiful
girls. And when he tells you his Pall Mall is the cigarette
of the century, believe him. It is.

Pall Mall's

natural mildness
is so good
to your taste!
So smooth, so satisfying,
so downright smokeable!
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Paladins Prance Into Tiger Den
D. Mahaffey Dunks Last Two Points

By TOM RISHER
Tiger Sports Editor
Clemson's basketball fortunes seem to be looking
up, despite lackluster performances in recent games
with Furman and Wake Forest. On the other hand
Clemson has played some of their best ball in the past
couple of years with victories over the Citadel and
Florida State. The Tigers have played a good many
games outside the conference and are just getting ready
to dig into that rugged ACC action.
Brennan, Milasnovich — Top Men
The Tigers have been getting stellar performances from two sophomore guards thus far, Jim
Brennan and Nick Milasnovich. These are the only
two people on the team that are averaging in double
figures. In addition to this, Brennan is one of the
conference leaders in field goal accuracy, while
Milasnovich was ranked nationally in free throw
percentage. This is achieved despite the fact that
neither one usually plays as much as thirty minutes
a game."
Clemson's troubles are many. One of the most obvious ones is the excessive fouling, particularly by the
big men. In one game this season, the Tigers lost all
four big men via the foul route, and its a rare occasion
when at least one of Clemson's six-eight players does
not foul out. Also, the Tigers have been getting very
little punch as far as scoring goes, from the front line.
Coach Maravich started sophomores Morgan and Privette in the Florida State game instead of the Mahaffey
brothers, and Privette came through with a 16 point
performance. Morgan too, seems to be improving with
each game and shoud be seeing a great deal of action
during the rest of the year.
Furman Plays Here Monday
A big game eoming up for the Tigers is the
game with Furman on Monday night at the field
house. The Furman team slaughtered Clemson in
the consolation brackett of the Poinsettia tourney. The Tigers will surely be out for revenge for
that defeat, and it could also throw the race for
honors in the state into a dogfight. The main problem that the Tigers face will be stopping Jerry
Smith, the best player in the state, and one of the
best in the South.
The conduct of the fans during the recent game
with Florida St. was much better than it has been in
the past. The real test for the student body comes up
Monday night, when the Paladins take the floor. In the
game against Florida St., the new bleachers were up for
the first time, and one of the smallest crowds in several
seasons viewed the game.
Frosh Team — Bright Spot
A bright spot on the basketball court has been the
play of the freshman team. This team was not supposed
to be one of the better freshmen teams, but it doesn't
look like anyone told them that. They avenged their
only loss of the season Tuesday night with a twenty
point thrashing of the Piedmont Rangers. Rudy
Antoncic had his best night as he canned 39 points.
Probably the most pleasant surprise has been the play
of Ronnie Cox. He got 28 points Tuesday, and is one of
the most hustling ball players to play for Clemson in
several seasons. Donnie Seitz has been another big
gun, as he scores around 20 a game and does a lot of the
rebounding. Sam Cohn is the playmaker and is also
averaging in the double figures. Rounding out the starting five is Stuart Mac Holmes, who is a tough defensive
player, and also gets his share of the rebounds.

Sophomore center Donnie Mahaffey dunks Clemson's last two points in the 75-69 win over
Florida State Monday night. The win was the second over the Seminoles this year and evened
the Tigers record at 5-5. (Tiger Sports Photo By Frank Griffith)

Good Behavior
At FSU Game
Merits Praise
Our young basketball team
needed a win Monday night
against Florida State. Coach
Maravich apparently did a fine
morale building job following a
disappointing performance last
Saturday before a regional television audience. The victory
over Florida State was truly a
team effort by a band of determined Tigers. Sixteen Rah's for
the Roundballers.
Another accolade is due. Student sportsmanlike conduct at
the FSU 'game was outstanding
—by far, the best of the year.
Sure, there were a few "Tiger
Meats" (unsolicited) as the FSU
team was introduced. Much few?r whistles and cat calls accompanied . the appearance of a
young lady. Spirit wasn't up to
par because of small student
turnout and only token participation by the pep band.
Still, unsportsmanlike conduct
was noticeably absent.
With unsportsmanlike conduct
by the stands held to a minimum, both teams operated under similar playing conditions.
Admittedly, the home floor advantage rested with the Tigers,
yet the game was won without
misguided assistance of the
spectators. Obviously the basketball team can function quite
effectively without
unsportsmanlike conduct on the part of
the student body.

Mural Wrestlers Tiger Riflemen
Will this good behavior continue? The big test will come
Meet January 16 Gain Second Win Monday when Clemson plays
to Furman. There are many
At Field House Without A Loss host
who will look for improvement
Some interested students have
contacted Coach Bill Wilhelm,
Intramural Sports Director, concerning the organization of
wrestling as an intramural
sports activity.
In order to determine how
many students actually are interested in wrestling, Coach
Wilhelm would like for all those
interested in participating in
the sport to meet with him in
room 203 in the field house next
Tuesday, January 16 at 5 p.m.

The Clemson Rifle team met
and defeated Wake Forest in a
meet last week. It marked the
second ACC win for the Tigers
against no defeats. The score
was 1403 to 1347 as the Tigers
completely outclassed the Demon Deacons.
Top man in the shoot was
Green with 284. He was closely
followed by Rowland and Martin with 281, while Heron and
Spearman rounded out the top
five with scores of 279 and 278
respectively.

over the last time a Paladin
team visited the Clemson campus. The Clemson-Furman football game stands as Clemson's
most horrible example of student behavior. It's a paragraph
of Clemson's history that needs
recision.

: OCONEE :
: THEATRE:
FRIDAY, JANUARY 12
WALT DISNEY'S

"The Best In Sporting Goods For Sportsmen"
35 South Main Street

"BOBBY"

GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA

SATURDAY, JANUARY 13
1:00-6:00 P. M.

To All STUDENTS Who Bring In This Ad

"WILD BEAST
OF CRETE, THE
MINOTAUR"

AMERICAN and ITALIAN FOODS
Now Serving Regular Dinner Meals

CAPRI'S
123 By-Pass
CLEMSON, S. C.

contributed 42 points between
them.
In the second half the star
was Privette as he scored
twelve of his sixteen to spark
the Tigers' drive. Privette
was hot from the corner and
scored oh numerous occasions
as the Seminoles concentrated
on guarding Milasnovich and
Brennan. Brennan was the
high point man of the game
with 26 points, followed by
Milasnovich and Privette with
16 each. Dave Fedor tallied
22 for Florida State with
Reeves next with 19.
The game also marked the
first time at a college basketball game that both coaches sat
together at midcourt. Press
Maravich and Bud Kennedy sat
in their chairs side by side,
just out of bounds, their benches only a few feet away.
The two coaches decided on
the rule as a means of helping
each man control himself during the game, but this was almost
, impossible.
Maravich
continued to chew his familiar
(Continued on Page 6)

RUSH
(Continued from Page 1)
and this time with more emphasis, no fraternity member
will be allowed to serve or even
offer alcoholic beverages to
rushees.

Attention!
All students who have
equipment checked out of
the intramural equipment
room are urgently requested
to return that equipment by
Wednesday, January 17, the
last day of regular classes.
Delinquents will be charged
a substantial fee.

Probably the surest bet would
be to say that Brennan and
Milasnovich will start at
guards. After that, it's anybody's guess.
The other three starters will
probably come from Tommy
and Donnie Mahaffey, Manning
Privette, Woody Morgan, Gary
Burnisky, and Mike Bohonak.
All of these have started at one
time or another. At any rate,
it's a safe bet that there will

be at least four sophs on the
starting lineup.
The Clemson record at the
time the paper went to press
was 5 wins against four losses,
with the game against Duke
last night. It's a fair chance
that the Tigers will be struggling to stay above the .500
mark in the Furman game. Th^"
Clemson Frosh take on the Furman Frosh in a game that starts
at 6:00.

Undefeated Rangers
Fall To Cubs, 119-98
By GARY BOLEY
Tiger Sports Writer
The Tiger Cub basketeers hit a hot streak last Monday in shooting that lasted the length of the game as
they romped to 119-98 victory over the previously un-*
beaten Piedmont Rangers. Once before this season the
Cubs went down in defeat to the experienced Piedmont
Rangers, but the Cubs could not be denied this victory
as they sought revenge. The Cubs have come out victorious in all of their games except the first time
against the Rangers. Coach Bobby Roberts was glad to
see his team rise to the occasion to beat a team with a
lot of experience.
Several of the Cubs have
shown promise of beiag good
material throughout the year,
but not until Monday had the
entire team been hot on the
same night. The Cubs jumped
off to an early lead to start
the game, but the Rangers
fought back not allowing the
margin to get further than seven points at any time. Rudy
Antoncic, a six foot, four inch
forward kept the Cubs moving
in the first half by scoring
twenty-three points. He had
nearly as much success in the
second half when he brought
his total to thirty-nine points
for the evening. Antoncic hit
69 per cent of his shots from
the floor.
Ronnie Cox ran his opponents to death while he scored
twenty-five points to make
him the number two scorer
for the winning Cubs. Donnie
Sietz was a close third with
twenty-two while Sam Coan
scored fifteen points. Coach
Roberts cleared the bench
and each helped make it the
Cubs' finest game of the season by far. It was a real team

effort on the part of the Cubs
and it was this teamwork that
won the game.
The Cubs led 55-47 at the end
of the first half and the second half did not bring a comeback for the Rangers as the
Cubs more than doubled the
margin by the end of the game.
Dag Wilson, former Furman
star, was high scorer for the
Rangers with twenty - three
points followed by Clemson's
Earl Maxwell who hit eighteen
points.
The freshmen have taken victories over Anderson Junior College, Georgia, and Piedmont
while receiving their only los3
from Piedmont to give them a
3-1 won lost record. The Cubs
have yet to get into the best •
part of their season. After
playing Davidson the Cubs will
meet the Furman Baby Paladins on the home court before
the varsity game. The Cubs will
need a victory in this game to
give young Paladins an idea of
what is in store for them in
the years to come.

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
ANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA

Hardware - Sporting Goods
"Serving This Section Since 1885"

SOCKS
$1.00 Value

$1.50 Value

$.85

$1.00

BOXER SHORTS
$.50 pair
T-SHIRTS
$.65
JOCKEY SHORTS
$.65
SHORT SLEEVE

SPORT SHIRTS
$1.77

— • —

10% DISCOUNT

Try Our....

By FRED CRAFT
Tiger Assistant Sports Editor
Clutch play by Clemson's five
sophomores in the last two minutes gave Clemson a 75-69 victory over the Seminoles of Florida State. It was the Tigers'
second win over the Seminoles
having beaten them in double
overtime at Tallahassee in December. The win evens the Tigers' record at 5-5 for the year.
The Tigers scored four points
in the last 23 seconds to put
the game out of reach of the
tall Floridians. Florida State
jumped off to an early lead
but the Tigers came roaring
back behind the fine outside
shooting of Jim Brennan and
Nick Milasnovich. Brennan
had 16 points at the half and
Milasnovich 10 as the Tigers
held a 38-36 lead.
In the first half the Tigers
hit on 53% of their shots from
the floor while Florida State
hit on 44%. From the free
throw line the Tigers hit on
100%, 10 of 10. For the entire
game Clemson tallied for 49%
while the Floridians managed
48% from the floor.
The game was marked by
heavy fouling as the Tigers committed eleven in the first half
and fourteen in the second.
Florida State contributed its
share with seventeen for the
entire game. Both Brennan and
Manning Privette fouled out but

Furman University will invade
Tigertown Monday night in an
attempt to cop their second
win of the season from the Tigers. The Paladins stomped
Clemson in ah earlier meeting
in the Poinsettia tournament by
89-66.
Furman of course is led by
Jerry Smith, who does everything with the basketball but
kick it in the basket. Smith
is averaging around 28 points
a game this season and has
been ranked second in the
nation in scoring. He scored
33 in the first meeting with
Clemson.
Another fine. player for Furman is forward Gerald Glur. He
was leading the nation in rebounds when the last set of
statistics came out. He averages
around 10 points a game in addition to his fine rebounding.
The starting guards will be
Bobby Pinson and either Randy
Blackwell or Leroy . Peacock.
Pinson is a steady performer
and leads the Paladin fast
break. Peacock, who has been
a reserve for most of the season is a good shooter and a
fine defensive player.
The starting center will
probably be John Lemmond,
who has shown much improvement in his last few
games. He is a good rebounder
and has been getting some
key points for Furman in their
last couple of games. The
next two men are center John
Vickers and guard Charlie
Jennings.
Furman has been winning
with consistency their last few
outings as they have beaten
Florida State and The Citadel
in games after the Christmas
vacation. They always play
their best against Clemson too,
so the Tigers will really have to
be ready.
Starting positions for the
Tigers are not certain yet, as
Coach Maravich has been
shuffling his lineup looking
for a winning combination.

SENECA, S. C.

DIXIE SPORTING GOODS
Phone 232-8512

Tigers Scolp Seminoles
For Second Time, 75-69

Clemson Seeks To Avenge
Previous Loss To Furman

LONG SLEEVE

SPORT SHIRTS
$1.88
■

SATURDAY, JANUARY 13
7:00-11:00, Also
MONDAY & WEDNESDAY
JANUARY 15 & 17
II

BACK STREET'
SUSAN HAYWARD
JOHN GAVIN

THURSDAY & FRIDAY
JANUARY 18 fir 19

THE EXPLOSIVE
GENERATION"

DRESS SHIRTS
Tab or Button-Down Collar

2 for $5.00

CLEMSON
Outlet Store
GREENVILLE HIGHWAY
On Right Past Stop Light
CLEMSON, S. C.

Its what's up front that counts
i Up front is IFILTER-BLENDl and only Winston has it!
Rich, golden tobaccos specially selected and specially
processed for full flavor in filter smoking.
B. J. Reynolds Tobacco Co., Winston-Salem, N. C

WINSTON TASTES GOOD like a cigarette should!
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Distinguished Military Students

(Left to right) first row: Robert F. Dansby, Howard J. Bickerstaff, Wendell W. Black, William
A. Blackwood, Jr., Lawrence W. Blair, James K. Caughman, Robert A. Coleman, Carroll W.
Dennis, James M. De Veaux and James A. Fagan. Second row: Ronald D. Grace, Donald D.
Hasty, Donald M. Heilig, Robert P. Jenkins, Charles L. Jones, James C. Kemp, Jr., James W.
Lloyd, Owne M. Martin, Jr., Milton E. Miles and Arthur R. Moody. Third row: Marvi D.
Moere, Samuel K. O'Neal, Henry H. Rentz, Rodney P. Rogers, James A. Smith, Robert M.
Teague, Thomas W. Templeton, Earl H. Wagener, Thomas E. Washington, and Thomas L.
Weeks, Jr.
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Graduation Slated For 27th
Commencement exercises for
January graduates will be held
Saturday, January 27 at 3:00
p.m. in the college chapel.
The commencement program
will begin with the Invocation
which shall be delivered by Father Lionel A. De Silva, C.S.P.
Father De Silva is faculty adviser to the Newman Club and
is the chaplain for Catholic students on campus.
Following the Invocation by
Father De Silva the graduating
class will be addressed by Dr.
Charles S. Davis, President of
Winthrop College. Currently,
Dr. Davis is experiencing his
second year as president of
Winthrop. Under Dr. Davis'
leadership, Winthrop has undergone rapid advancement in the
field of quality education. President Davis has also initiated
various administration changes
directed toward a more efficient
operation of the college.
Dr. Davis will be followed by
graduates authorization by the
Board of Trustees. The authorization will be presented by the
Honorable Robert M. Cooper,
President of the Board of Trustees.
After the authorization by

Mr. Cooper, President Robert
C. Edwards will confer degrees
and deliver diplomas. The following is a list of the graduating class of 1962:
School of Agriculture
Agriculture Economics Major:
James Oliver Frye, Harold Eugene Hudson, and Thomas Osborn Lane. Agronomy Major:
Samuel Davis McGill, Jr., Wilbur Ross McMillan. Animal
Husbandry Major: Daniel Rudolph Bell, Jones McGee, Millard Filmore Daniel, Jr., and
Francis Marshall Werts.
Dairy Major: Jerry Herman
Bailes and Richard Lenair
Wilkes.
Entomology
Major:
John Edgar Walters. Forestry
Major: Rufus Maxwell Brown,
Oscar James Hatchell, Jr.. Jon
Maurice Rogers, and Marvin
Walker Spearman, Jr.
Biology Major: James Edward
Bosley.
Horticulture
Major:
James Bruce Aitken. Joseph Ignatius Chapman, Jr., Burnett
Geer DuBose, and Edwin Clifford Zahler. Poultry Major:
James Ryan Chalmers.
Agricultural
Education:
Vaughn Ludwig Carmichael, Edward S. Eargle, Larry Bryan
Fore, Charles Edward Roache,

Trade Teacher's Examination Set;
Applicants Must Apply By Feb. 1st.

By BILL SCHACHTE
introduced by Representative
"They that stand high have King) would make it necessary
many blasts to shake them. . ." for the aged to have to depend
Persons seeking South Caro- inations are advised to bring
The
Kennedy administration on their children, other relalina
certification
as
trade with them all ordinary tools
has completed its first expe- tives, or on public assistance.
teachers must apply to take the used in the trade. All tests conUnder the Kennedy proposal
rience with a session of Contrade teachers examination by sist of a practical job which degress. The first session of the medical care recipients would
February 1, Leonard R. Booker, mands the use of the usual tools.
87th Congress approved 33 ma- not be subjected to the "hustate teacher trainer in indus- Applicants for certification are
miliation of inquiry by the
jor pieces of legislation.
trial education and director of also advised to bring over-alls
Government
into
their
private
Since last January, Kennedy
trade examinations, has an- or other types of cover clothing
affairs"
as
a
condition
for
rehas been the target of many
usually worn in the trade. Those
nounced.
1
political critics. His biggest ceiving the benefits.
examined in cosmetology must
Trade
Teachers
The stigma of relief would
trouble spots have been found
provide at their own expense
All
trade
teachers
in
South
, In the factions of followers of be removed from medical
the currently popular Right benefits provided to recipients Carolina, Booker said, are reWing or Conservative move- of OAST under social security. quired to take a trade examPrivate health insurance ination in the trade they teach
ment.
as part of. the state's certifiOne of the major "Kennedy" cannot do the job.
1. Voluntary insurance sys- cation program. The trade exbills that Congress balked at
was his proposal to provide tems are suffering from in- amination is given in lieu of the
Folders
giving information
health care for the aged under flation and are unable to National Teachers examination
about the 1962 classes of the
social security. This proposal, meet the needs of the elderly; for academic teachers.
All inquiries and requests for Clemson Continuing Education
2. The hisrh cost of private
In particular, has been under
.fire since its inception by our insurance for the aged is trade examination forms should Center have been mailed to apbe addressed to Mr. Booker, Di- proximately 5000 persons whose
borne by the aged alone.
' Right Wing Americans.
The Social Security "insur- rector of Trade Examinations, names are on the Center's mailThey have many logical reaing list. The folders are also besons for their stand against ance" system provides a practi- Box 1462, Clemson, S. C.
ing mailed to school teachers
Forms Necessary
this measure. However, there cal and time-tested method for
to civic, industrial and othare two sides to every coin. spreading the risk. The addi
Trade teachers who are now and
er
community leaders. Others
Lefs take a look at the sum- tional revenue collected under'. teaching on a permit or "nomary of principal arguments the proposed bill would fully grade" certificate are urged to|may obtain them uP°n request.
used in favor of a Governmental meet all costs of the program take the examination in their
51 Classes
Health Cure Program for the on a long-range basis.
respective fields. Those teachers
Fifty-one
classes covering a
Proponents of the bill are who have previously taken a
Aged under the Social Security
not advocating that all doctors trade examination in the field wide variety of subjects of inSystem.
The medical costs and health be salaried and all hospitals be they teach may take the exam- terest to adults will be conneeds of the aged, many of run by the government—that ination again by filling in the ducted the six Tuesday nights
whom have low income, are being medical socialism. They proper forms and paying a $10 of February 13, 20, 27 and March
6, 13, and 20. There will be two
greater than those of other age do say, however, that:
fee.
1. The precedent for medical
groups in the population.
Teachers who have had trade one-hour class periods each
The Kerr-Mills Act requires care by the government has al- examination in the field they night beginning at 7:30 to arcomplicated
administrative ready been set, for example, in teach but who wish to take ex- range that those who enroll
machinery; depends upon an- the medical programs for the amination in another trade, may either attend one-hour
nual Federal and state ap- Armed Services and veterans; whether or not they intend to classes on two different sub2. The services of the physi- teach it, must pay a fee of $5. jects, or in certain instances a
propriations; and requires eltwo-hour class on the given
.derly persons, who have saved cians are not covered by the
Exam Schedule
subject.
all their lives, to become proposed bill, except in limited
Trade examinations for white
Fields of study covered by the
paupers in order to receive fields such as anesthesiology;
3. The program would be teachers, except in textiles and classes are humanities, world
benefits.
The Senate bill (S. 909—in- carried out like Blue Cross — cosmetology, will be held at the affairs, business-law-communiforeign
languages,
troduced by Senator Anderson) without meddling in hospital South Carolina Area Trade cations,
School, West Columbia, begin- homemaking, housing and relatend the House bill (H.R. 4222— operations."
ning at 9 a.m., February 24. ed arts, hobbies and crafts, and
Trade teachers in textiles will recreation.
Several
of
the
Appointments Made
take their examination in the classes are on new subjects. A
textile department of Parker $4.00 registration fee entitles
High School at Greenville 9 a.m. the registrant to attend either
March 10.
one or two of the courses for the
Trade examination for Negro six nights.
Appointments have been made Cabinet appointments are apteachers will be held 9 a.m.
by the President's Cabinet to proved by the Senate.
Classes
The Cabinet hopes to have February 17 at the South Carofill.the offices of Attorney GenThe
schedule
of classes was
lina
Area
Trade
School,
Denplans
for
a
student-merchant
eral and Liaison Officer, pendarranged by Mrs. John T. Bregdiscount service developed to mark.
ing approval by the Senate.
ger, director of the Center and
Cosmetology
such a degree that contact
Russ
Hebert,
Industrial
Cosmetology trade examina- chairman of the Center's prowork can begin with merManagement major from Sachants in the surrounding area tion for white and Negro teach- gram committee. Other memvannah, Georgia, has been apby the end of February. If ers will be held in the office of bers of the program committee
pointed to fill the newly cresuccessful, this program would the South Carolina Cosmetic are Dr. J. N. Thurston, Mrs.
■ ated office of Attorney Generentitle Clemson students to a Art Board, Columbia, 9 a.m. Gordon C. Anderson, Mrs. Hugh
al.
A. Woodle, Leonard R. Booker,
Jack Neely, Textile Chemis- discount from member-stores February 24.
Teachers taking trade exam- Mrs. H. H. Willis, and W. H.
try major from Spartanburg, in the surrounding area.
has been appointed to fill the
office of Liaison Officer to re
place Jim Brabham who will not
be able to return to school secI ,ond semester due to injuries
sustained in an automobile accident.
Structure Brochure
Ken Blakeney, Chairman of
the Ways and Means Committee, has completed the rough
draft for a brochure explaining
the structure, personnel and operation of Student Government.
This brochure will be printed
and distributed to the students
[in February.
Paul Goodson, SUSGA ArI rangements Committee Chairman, has presented the SUSGA
executive committee with the
[details concerning the facilities
to be used for the conference
to be held in Clemson in the
spring. Paul's committee will
begin making final preparations
I for the conference in February.
New Appointments
Bob Newton, President of the
I Student Body, has signed a bill
passed by the Senate concerning the waiting-period before

models for demonstration of
their skills.
Minimum
Candidates for admission to
trade examinations must meet
the following minimum requirements for teaching trade classes in South Carolina: high
school graduation
and
two
years of wage-earning experi(Continued on Page 6)

Johnny Elmer Smith, and Joe
Edward White.
School of Architecture
Bachelor of Architecture Degree: Elizabeth Parks Booker
and Fred Jay Parrish.
School of Arts and Sciences
Applied Mathematics: George
Eastman Little. Arts and Sciences Degree: Allen Freeman
Cantrell, Patrick Henry Corbett, Donald Edwin Crocker,
James Abram Garfield Davey,
Jr., Terry Reese Eberhart, Edwin Parker McCravy, and Donald Wade Poteat.
Chemistry:
John
Richard
Carver, George Calvin Morton,
Robert Dwiaht Temple, and
James Harold Wilson. Educa
tion: Porter caswe'l Dorn, HI
Hubert Thomas Fincher, Jr..
William Glenn Garrison, and
Robert Francis Hoefer.
Industrial Education: James
Sullivan Hull, Robert Gerald
Krieger, Jack Hard McCauley,
Jr., and Paul Edwin Patton. Industrial Management: Josiah
Walter Bagwell, Jr., Laurie Eugene Baldwin, HI, Leslie Meek
Burns, Jr., Thomas Herbert
Georgion, Dana Lee Graham,
worth Childress, HI.
Also, Daniel Washburn Dale,
James Mercier DeVeaus, John
Thomas Duncan, Ken Barry
Dyches, Thomas Edwin Edwards, Jr., Edward Demetrius
George, Jr., George Dennis
Georgion, aDna Lee Graham.
James Edward Gregory, Jr., and
Furman Valmore Harvey.
Also, William Lowell Hayes,
John
Harvey
Haynie,
Jay
Mitchell Huston, Raymond Nelson Kessler, Jr., Burnice Russell Langley, Jr., Charles Herbert Leaird, James Herndon
McElmurray, Jr., Richard Harlan McMullan, Joseph Atlas
McSwain, Jr.
Also, Carl Weaver Matthews,

James Austin Mauldin, William
Maurice Miller, Jr., Larry McCullough Murphy, James Boyce
Phillips, James Albert Roller,
Thomas Louis Roth,
Floyd
Hewette Stapleton, Jr., and
James Barnett Steppe.
Also, Terry Kent Taylor,
Daniel James Wall, Harry Odell
Weeks, Jr., and Damon Irby
Weeks. Physics: Donald Rae
Davis. Pre - Medicine: Carvel
Reid Blakeney, Jr. and Casual
Donald Hammond.
Industrial Engineering: Joe
Kenneth Ayers, Coleman Lee
Barker, Jack Elbrow Ferguson,
William Donald Jenison, Robert
Wayne Moser, Henry Hardison
Robinson, HI, Robert Loyd
Smaliey, and William Jennings
Varnadore, Jr.
Mechanical Engineering:
Thomas Lynn Chandler, Hugh
Allison Clark, Jr., Henry Christian Dannelly, Jr., Jerry Talmadge Fuller, Donald Edward
Gilliam, Carl Grady Graham,
Richard Timothy Harvin, Bobby
Lawrence Henderson, and Rene
Clarence Herman.
Also, Malcolm Jones Hursey,
William Fred Moorhead, Jr.,
William Grayson Osteen, Stephen Allen Parsons, Mukundrai
Harmanbhai Patel, Issam Rasheed, George Williams Toncray,
m, Humphrey Walton Whelchel, and William Gibson Wilson.

Textile Science:
ton Allen, Jr.

Mitchell Dal-

School of Engineering
Agricultural
Engineering:
James Harold Bennett, Marion
Gayle Briggs, James Quay Farmer, Jr., Horace Douglas Kent.
Ceramic Engineering: Alwyn
Knox Brown, Jr., Robert Bernard Greer, James Benjamin
Harrop, Steddy Derbin Parris,
Jr., Thurston Benjamin Webb,
m, Mitchell Ewart Wells.
Chemical or Civil Engineering: William Benjamin Abbott,
Jr., Allen Ray Atkins, Michael
Roger Beattie, Charles Dwight
Bramlett, James Boyce Brice,
Jr.,
John Bearden Brown,
James Aaron Eddinsrs. Edward
Harold Fox, Charlie Heyward
Garrison, Warren Stephen McKay, Jr., Judson Cole McLester, HI.
Also, Edwin Dawson Mitchell,
James Marshall Murphy, Frederic Graham Newhall, Freddie
Paul
Nichols,
James
Exell
Nicholson, Thomas Ross Waldron.
Electrical Engineering: James
Newton Ashe, Jr., Joe Gary
Cobb, Frank Earle Herin, Jr.,
Steven Donald Lenny, William
Sinclair Rogers, Jr., John Linwood Sikes, Richard Ned Thomas, Jerry Allen Underwood,
Jr., Paul Mabron White, Edward Lawton Wiggins, James
Daniel Wilson.

School of Textiles

Textile Chemistry: Jerry ' S.
BOB SAYS:
Byrd, Jr., Robert Cecil Hartzog,
Jerry Ned Pruitt, and Gerald
HAPPY
Stanley Rose. Textile ManageNEW
ment: James Lowry Allen, Jr.,
YEAR!
Willie Alfred Alman, George
Ray Brown, David Daniel BunAnd to make f\ *>
nell, Leonard Foster Crflvert,
this new year even
Jr.,
and Raymond
Warner
happier, come in and
Griffin.
Also, John Thomas Hendertake advantage of
son, Jr., Clifton Emmetter HolBob's January Clearance
ley, William Barksdale Kellett,
Thomas Glenn Lawson, Richard
Horton Mulligan, Robert William Reynolds, Truman Winfred Shirley, Jr., David Waldrop
Sprouse, James Donald Thomtheir interest in the Center's as, Sydney Ezell Tindall, and
GREENVILLE, S. C.
efforts to provide an opportu- James Bryson Wessinger, Jr.
nity for adults to continue their
Also, Joseph Franklin Wilson
THE COLLEGE SHOP
education.
and Edward De Armond Winn.
While the majority of these
people live in Anderson, Oconee
and Pickens Counties, parts of
which counties form the Clemson community, many of them
Kodak Films, Chemicals and Paper
live in nearby counties in Georgia and North Carolina. Some
— AGFA FILMS —
have driven as far as 75 to
100 miles to attend classes. Some
All Types Cameras
have attended the classes practically every year, taking new
Projectors and Accessories
courses each year. Headquarters
for the Center is Room 2, Base105 E. Whitner St.
Phone CAnal 4-0707
ment, Old Chemistry Building
on the Clemson campus, TeleANDERSON, SOUTH CAROLINA
phone No. 654-2139.

Clemson Adult Education Starts;
Center Requests Early Enrollment
Washington.
The classes will be held in
buildings on the Clemson campus. Teachers were selected on
the basis of their training, ability and experience in their respective subjects. An early enrollment is urged in order that
final arrangements to properly
care for the classes may be
completed. Enrollment forms
are included in the folders.
5000 Listed
The 5000 names on the Center's mailing list are of people
who have either attended classes during the previous eightyear history of the Center, or
who have in other ways shown

FANT'S CAMERA SHOP, INC.
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Cabinet Release

JANUARY SALE
— On —
SUITS - SPORT COATS
TROUSERS

"Now, now Susan.. .everybody
can't be the Homecoming Queen!"

iGARETTES
KBg

SPORT SHIRTS

Judge Keller

21 GREAT TOBACCOS MAKE 20 WONDERFUL SMOKES!

AGED MILD, BLENDED MILD- NOT FILTERED MILD-THEY SATISFY

^J

Somewhere out there, beyond the realm of man's present
understanding, lies an idea. A concept. A truth.
Gradually, as it comes under the concentration of
disciplined minds, it will become clear, refined, mastered. This is the lonely art of pioneering.
In the Bell System, pioneering often results in major
breakthroughs. Planning the use of satellites as vehicles
for world-wide communications is one. Another is the
Optical Gas Maser, an invention which may allow a
controlled beam of light to carry vast numbers of telephone
calls, TV shows, and data messages.
Breakthroughs like these will one day bring exciting
mw telephone and communications service to you. The
responsibility of providing these services will be in the
hands of the people who work for your local telephone
company. Among them are the engineering, administrative
and operations personnel who make your telephone service
the finest in the world.

BELL TELEPHONE SYSTEM
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Lightning Noted

Eugene Ormandy

Philadelphia Orchestra

Ormandy Conducts
Orchestra Tonight
By ANDY HEISKELL
Tiger News Writer
"The world's greatest orchestra," according to Newsweek,
will perform in the Clemson
Fieldhouse tonight. Conducted
by the world famous Eugene
Ormandy,
the
Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra will treat
the Clemson community to a
rare evening of listening enjoyment. In addition to classical
music, the Philadelphia Orchestra will also feature selections
from modern American and
European composers.
61st Year
Now in its 61st year, this Orchestra enjoys a reputation as
the world's most traveled symphonic organization. The triumphs it scored in its 1955 and
1958 tours of Europe, including
Russia, are indications that the
United States' finest orchestra
will appear here tonight.
Mr. Ormandy, who this season celebrates his 25th anniversary as conductor and music director, is credited with
masterminding
the
famed
"Philadelphia
Orchestra
sound" and with making the
Philadelphia Orchestra one of
the world's best.
Only five years old when he
entered the Royal Academy of
Music in Budapest, Hungary,
Mr. Ormandy became a pupil
of the great violinist Jene Hubay
and soon began making public
appearances.
Career A Legend
Ormandy's career has been a
legend of God-given talent and
"inspiration, coupled with ceaseless work and an insatiable
drive for perfection. From birth

Christmas Fire Destroys Agronomy Department Building

Senate Release

in Budapest, Nov. 18, 1899, he
was destined to become a musician and at the age of 17 he
received his professor's diploma
at the Royal Academy along
with degrees in violin playing,
composing and counterpoint.
In 1921, one of Ormandy's
long-cherished ambitions was
fulfilled when he was invited to
make a concert tour of the
United States. Although the
tour turned out to be only a
parade of glittering promises by
an inexperienced manager, Ormandy, through a dint of genuine musical talent and determined effort, shortly became
radio's first important conductor.
In 1930, Ormandy directed
his first concerts with the
Philadelphia Orchestra and
the New York Philharmonic
before becoming the conductor of the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra.. He held this
post until 1936 when he was
invited to return to Philadelphia as music director and
conductor.
Critics Acclaim
Since then he has guided the
orchestra to its present position
of leadership in the world, an
achievement attested by a recent poll of 200 critics who, for
the fourth consecutive year,
voted the Philadelphia ensemble
the leading symphony orchestra
in the United States.
Tonight's performance by the
Philadelphia Orchestra affords
members of the Clemson community a rare chance to hear
the world's finest music conducted by one of the world's
most superior conductors.

At the last Senate meeting before Christmas, Senator Phil Bradley presented a letter to the Physical
Plant concerning several improvements which the Senate feels need to be made around the campus. The letter
sighted the "several poorly lighted areas on campus
that many students travel every night.
Additional Lights
These areas are the paths behind and in front of the
YMCA, and the section between the Student Center
and the Chemistry Building," and recommended "that
mercury vapor lights be put in these areas," pointing
out that this will serve not only in the interest of safety,
but in security as well.
The letter also pointed out that though there is a
permanent walkway planned behind the amphitheater
leading to the Physics Building when the building is
completed, something needs to be done before then, so
the letter asked that a temporary walkway be built as
soon as possible.
This past week the senate received an answer to
this letter stating that these suggestions have been taken under advisement and will be acted upon as soon as
practical.
New Nominations
At this week's meeting, Don Heilig, Vice-president
of the Student Body, presented two nominations to be
approved by the senate at its next meeting. These were
Jack Neeley as Liaison Officer for the Student Government, and Russ Hebert as Attorney General.
Don also reported that a committee composed of the
heads of Taps, Tiger, CDA, WSBF, and the Student
Government had met to discuss honorariums, and had
decided the following:
1. That honorariums for one organization are not to
exceed $2200 per year.
2. That any money in excess of the budget after
honorariums be carried over to the next year's budget
with a corresponding change in the budget for that next
year if the budget committee sees fit.
There was much discussion about this matter, so
President of the Senate Jerry Harmon appointed a
committee composed of Jim Harris, Chairman, Norman
Guthrie, Tim Timmerman, Doug Richardson, and Preston Earle to look into the matter.
The report of the Financial Review Board was then
brought up, and it was passed unanimously. A copy of
this report will appear in the next Tiger.
Norman Guthrie reported that the new dormitories
will probably be ready for use next semester, and that
he would have a report from the Housing Committee at
the next meeting. The meeting was then adjourned.

Hackett For Mid-Winters

-Placement Office Offers
Help For Job Hunters
Students interested in securing vacation jobs may receive
assistance through the Placement Office and from the following sources:

the Placement Office. Other reported summer jobs will be listed at the top of page 1 on the
Placement Bulletins during the
coming weeks. The Main College
The College Placement An- Library has several summer
nual (page 426) shows several employment directories availhundred companies which offer able for student reference.
summer work. These may be
Each spring a number of comchecked with the occupational panies announce summer jobs
listings (page 286) and the ge- by advertising in the Tiger, or
ographical directory (page 382) by
sending
bulletin
board
to determine mutual interest. posters and other information
Further information on over directly to the academic deeighteen hundred companies is partments for eligible students.
arranged alphabetically (pages
Local
employment
offices
51-282) in the Annual.
where summer work is desired
The Placement Office and Li- should be contacted early in the
brary may have additional lit- spring. Business and professionerature, applications, etc. from al contacts in selected locations
many of these companies. The may also be of assistance.
ones interviewing on campus
This year's Mid-Winter's dance features the music of Bobby
this spring will be listed on fuHackett on Saturday night. This weekend will prove to be a
ture issues of the Placement
(Continued from Page 5)
Bulletin.
ence beyond the apprentice or great one as either Billy Butterfield or Billy May will round
out the program.
Contacts may be made at the learning period, or a total of
12:30 company briefings with six years' trade experience,
Q. If an athlete has athlete's
the representatives in their as- Booker said.
foot — what does an astronault
signed interview rooms; at vaA trade teacher examination
cant interview periods during is given without cost to the have?
A. Missletoe!
the day, when arranged with teacher the first time it is takthe recruiter; and at times en. Teachers repeating the exscheduled in advance, when in- amination must pay a fee of
Shoot 'em low boys — they're
terviews for summer work are $10.
riding Shetlands!
requested by the companies as
shown on the Placement Bulletin and interview schedules.

Friday, January 12, 1962

(Photo by Jerry Stafford)

President R. C. Edwards Presents
Badges To Distinguished Cadets
At a ceremony held in the
Chemistry Auditorium Thursday, December 14, thirty Distinguished Military
Students
were presented their badges by
Clemson President R. C. Edwards. The seniors as designated
by the Professor of Military Science, Colonel S. T. McDowell,
were as follows:
Howard J. Bickerstaff, Columbus, Ga.; Wendell W. Black,
Batesburg; William A. Blackwood, Jr., Spartanburg; Lawrence W. Blair, Hendersonville,
N. C; James K. Caughman,
Lexington; Robert A. Coleman,
Anderson.
Also Robert F. Dansby, North
Augusta; Carroll W. Dennis,
Beaufort; James M. DeVeaux,
Charleston; James A. Fagan,
Campobello; Ronald D. Grace,
McKeesport, Pa.; Donald D.
Hasty, Camden.
Also included are Donald M.
Heilig, Hendersonville, N. C;
Robert
P.
Jenkins,
Mayo;
Charles L. Jones, Blackville;
James C. Kemp, Jr., Columbia;
James W.
Lloyd, Clemson;
Owen M. Martin, Jr., Mullins.
Other recipients are Milton
E. Miles, Dallas, Texas; Arthur
R. Moody, Jr., Yonges Island:
Marvi D. Moore, Hemingway;
Samuel K. O'Neal
Fairfax;

Occurs Monday, Dec. 20

Fire Disaster Strikes
Horticulture Building

Henry H. Rentz, Varnville;
Rodney P. Rogers, Mullins.
Also James A. Smith, Saluda; Robert M. Teague, Laurens; Thomas W. Templeton
Greenwood; Earl H. Wagener,. Despite early morning thun- in the alarm. He then drove
Clemson; Thomas E. Washing- der showers, flames consumed one of the fire trucks to the
ton, Honea Path; and Thomas the Horticulture Building Mon- scene of the disaster while othL. Weeks, Jr., Hickory Grove. day, Dec. 20.
er firemen were aroused.
The two story frame strucDistinguished Military StuFiremen fought the blaze for
dents have the option of apply- ture housed several thousand
ing for a Regular Army Com- dollars' worth of experimental two hours with two hoses but
mission in the branch of their equipment, much of which were unable to do anything exchoice. Twelve of the above
cept contain the flames. The
named students have made ap- was specially made and irre- heat was so great that it
plications for Regular Army placeable. The countless pascorched the sides of a metal
Commissions to date.
pers and products of years of
They are Cadets Dansby, research that were destroyed trailer parked some distance
from the fire. The trailer conBlack, Blackwood, Caughman, are considered priceless.
tained barrels of oil.
De Veaux, Hasty, Kemp, Lloyd,
In addition to the structure,
Miles, Smith, Washington, and
Source
Weeks. All of these men will two pickup trucks, parked beAuthorities
think the source
hind
the
building,
were
dejoin a long and distinguished
of the fire was at the back of
line of Clemson graduates who stroyed by the fire.
the building where there were
have excelled in the military
Discovers Fire
fuse boxes and an oil furnace.
service over the years.
The fire was discovered by a There is also the possibility
passing motorist who drove to that the building was hit by
the Clemson fire station to turn lightning.
(Continued from Page 4)
towel and Kennedy jumped up
many times to shout at either
the officials or his players.
Coach Maravich said after
WALGREEN AGENCY
the game, "The only thing I
disliked was that I felt too reSENECA, SOUTH CAROLINA
moved from the players."

TIGERS

Sammeth Drug Company

LUCKY STRIKE
presents:

LUCKVJUFFERS

"THE
INTELLECTUALS tt

TRADE

JANUARY

CLEARANCE

A file on summer jobs for
camp counselors, travel tour
guides and similar non-technical opportunities is available in

LOOK!

404 Sheets Of Top Qualify
TIGERETTE
WASH
DRY

15c
....

5c

for 5 min.

IRON

NOTEBOOK PAPER

25c

All
Sweaters
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lose the meaning of life itself!"

Sport Coats 20% off
Slacks

only--- 980
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20% off

Top Coats .20% off

for 30 min.

"LOW PRICES WERE BORN HERE,
RAISED ELSEWHERE."

Carolina Terrace
Motel
COFFEE SHOP

L C. Martin Drug Co.

— AAA —

— Serving Clemson Since 1908 —

Downtown Anderson
Phone 226-3411

College Avenue

CLEMSON, S. C.

Sport Shirts
IF YOU'RE AN INTELLECTUAL, be thankful you're living at the right time. The
climate of our contemporary culture is sympathetic to new voices, new ideas.
The new age of enlightenment explains, among other things, the popularity of
Luckies on college campuses. Deduce this yourself: Enlighten up a Lucky. As
its heady aroma swirls about you, reflect on this profundity: College students
smoke more Luckies than any other regular.

Reduced

MCNS

SHOP

Clemson • Seneca

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a changel
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